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In this unique recording, you're going to hear Jamie Smart working with a group of training

delegates, in a one-day hypnotic language masterclass. Here is just some of what you will learn as

you listen to these CDs. You will learn: how to be a far more effective public-speaker, improving

your career prospects; how to be a better conversationalist and storyteller, improving your social

standing; how to be a better communicator, with happier relationships; how to be a more effective

'change-worker', helping your clients and yourself; and how to be far more influential, leading to

more success in every area of your life.This work covers: 'Hypnotic Depth Charges' - Get people

moving in the direction you want them to as if it was their own idea! - A covert approach to eliminate

resistance; Frame-setting - The most powerful way to get massive leverage; Tag questions, and

how you can use them; Misdirection - One of the key skills learned by the world's greatest

magicians; Unconscious Anchoring - How to use this simple yet incredibly powerful technique to

anchor trance states; Embedded Commands - By the end of the training, you'll have had lots of

experience of embedding commands to create 'subliminal messages'; Trance Language - Of

course! - You will be immersed in the language of trance; And a boat-load more!
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Jamie Smart is one of the UK's finest NLP trainers, an experienced hypnotist, & CEO of Salad.

Salad is one of the world's leading source of training & products for developing NLP, influence &

hypnosis skills. He believes that people are capable of far more than they think they are, and that



changing your beliefs and attitudes is the fastest way to attract the success and fulfilment you

desire. Jamie is passionate about people, NLP, hypnosis, happiness and language, and is the

creator of Ericksonian Hypnosis Cards, NLP Coaching Cards, and Irresistible Influence Cards, the

fastest way there is to learn the language of NLP. His weekly NLP & hypnosis newsletters are read

by over 30,000 hypnotherapists, coaches, managers, therapists and personal development

enthusiasts worldwide.
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